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Abstract
Buildings often survive longer than a single human
generation, and many witness significant transitions
from generation to generation. When we approach
varied eras that have washed over an unchangeable
building like tides eroding a bank repeatedly, how
can we distinguish the building’s primary identity and
judge its fate?

Dedicate to my hometown and parents.
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In Northeastern China, a Japanese dormitory
survives as a witness of Manchurian colonization,
early socialism and the economic recession that
caused its abandonment until today. The city also
suffers a swiftly aging population and brain drain as
the brightest of the youth move away. How can an
intervention build dialogue and revive a declining
city? How can space reshape cultural cognition
and confidence for migrated young people to return
home? How can the architecture engage with the
binary of history and ideology? Architecture is not an
embodiment of form and function, but an armature for
history and memory. This thesis not only proposes to
change the situation and revitalize the local society
but calls for research, contextualization, questioning,
and reinterpretation of many epochs of history in
Northeastern China. The paintings, videos, and
architectural intervention that compose this thesis
are an ensemble of this obsession and nostalgia.

In the last two decades, a range of cultural
phenomena, including popular music, comedy,
sentimental literature and movies originate from
the Northeast and influence all of China.This rich
cultural landscape demands an equal architectural
renaissance in the Northeast. The pioneers of
this renaissance are an existing vernacular form:
bathhouses, which contain multiple services and
experiences. Inherited from the worker class “banya”
in soviet Russia, today’s Northeastern bathhouse
is a microcosmos to integrate different groups of
people. By occupying the central public space
in the dormitory as a water hub including bath
and entertainments, I create a catalyst within the
abandoned building. Programs including retirement
accommodation and kindergarten engage many
generations and aim to reuse the old dormitory for
solving new social issues. A reincarnated Soviet-era
theater commemorates divested collectivism. Tangled
geometries decolonize the rigid plan and shape new
relationships between different programs. The rest
of the site remains empty, ready to embrace the local
community and keep changing as identity shifts in
the future. Architecture makes a new history, while
history also makes a new architecture.
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Statement

Architecture is not an embodiment of
form and function, but an armature for
history and memory. This thesis does not
only proposes to change the situation and
revitalize the local society but calls for
research, contextualization, questioning,
and reinterpretation of many epochs of
history in Northeastern China.
Architecture makes a new history, while
history also makes a new architecture.
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Site Intro

Site Documentation

My site is an isolated building which was used as
barracks and dormitory through different time.
It was build in 1934 by Japanese colonizer for
stationing troops and Japanese factories workers.
After the founding of People’s Republic of China, it
kept used as a single dormitory for local aluminum
factory which also left by Japanese. The city was one
of the most important industrial center from 1950s
to1980. After China started to open, the factory faced
multiple impulses and challenges and completely
bankrupt and reconstructed in 2010. So the dormitory
is abandoned till today. Because of the historical
value, the structure is merely conserved but still
seeking a new identity for adaptive reuse.

Figure 1: site location,Fushun

Site
dormitory
entrance
staircase
public space
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Ground Floor Plan
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Second Floor Plan
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Chapter 1: Tide Trilogy
Three historical tides erode in site building

Third Floor Plan
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ONE: The flood Tide
1920-1945

Colonial activities and influences
South Manchuria Railway Promotional

The colonizing activity of the Japanese
empire mobilized a large and varied
population; it internationalized the labour
market of eastern Asia, founded cities and
also created multi-ethnic societies.

1. Mining

Figure 1. 旧城胜景—日绘近代中国都市鸟瞰地图
Figure 2. Fushun Coal Mine sales volumes (1908–1943).
Figure 3. Central Office of Fushun Coal Mine, 1943.

“Following the Japanese victory over
Czarist Russia in the Russo-Japanese
War and the signing of the Treaty of
Portsmouth in 1905, the southernmost
section of the southern branch of the
China Far East Railway (Changchun–
Port Arthur) was transferred to
Japanese control. A new, semi-privately
held company, the South Manchuria
Railway Company (SMR, Mantetsu,
was established with 85.6 percent
capitalization by the Japanese government
and foreign bonds to operate the railroad
and to develop settlements (including
highways, public health facilities, and
industries (coal mines, harbor facilities,

electrical power plants, shale oil plants,
chemical plants, and restaurants) along
its route. SMR nonetheless emphasized
railway and mining investment. The
centerpiece of its mining interests was the
Fushun Coal Mine. Starting in 1917, SMR
began to prosper, with most profits coming
from its coal mines, and it soon spun
off subsidiary companies. In this sense,
although the factors that influenced
development of the Fushun Coal Mine
in each period were different, still shows
continuity of business management.”

The South Manchurian Railway Company and the
Mining Industry: The Case of the Fushun Coal Mine
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Figure 2. Fushun Coal Mine sales volumes (1908–1943)

Fushun modern development began
with the exploitation of huge nearby
bituminous coal reserves, initially
undertaken in 1905 by a Russian mining
operation. In 1907 the mines were taken
over by the South Manchurian Railway
company, and by 1930 the mines’ output
amounted to 75 percent of the total coal
production of Manchuria. The highquality coal is suitable for coking and is

撫順大絵巻 Fushung Ukiyoe Style Map around 1920w

mined mostly by open-cut methods. After
World War II the mines were in damaged
condition, and production fell off.
By 1955, however, they had been
reequipped, and normal production
resumed. By the mid-1970s the mines’
output had declined somewhat as
extraction became increasingly difficult
and greater use was made of underground
mining techniques.

Figure 3. Central Office of Fushun Coal Mine, 1943
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Effect: Subsidence areas challenge

site

Figure 5. ]

More than 100 years of mining have
also exacted a heavy cost for the city’s
environment. In 2017, almost half of its
developed area was geologically unstable
due to the impact of underground mining,
with many homes on the verge of falling
into sinkholes.
Figure 4. Sinking Surfaces

Between 2005 and 2018, the government
was forced to move 500,000 people
to new homes, costing $2.5 billion,
according to Fushun state television.

Figure 6.
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The weakening economy has rapidly
shed jobs, forcing many to look for
opportunities elsewhere. n the decade
up to 2017, around 12,600 people left
the city’s urban areas, even though the
developed area of the city expanded
by nearly 5,000 acres. Today it has a
population of about 1.3 million.

Figure 5. City overview
Figure 6. The West Open Mine in Fushun
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2. Urbanization

Train Station 1924

Japanese residential buildings

Coal mine club

Coal mine
Downtown map and land mark photos around 1926-1935
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Coal mine administration building 1925

Japanese architect planned the downtown
network for modern Fushun city where
a round grid on centralized on hill for
privileged Japanese community, and
two radiant streets away from train
station. The city network centralized the
importance of Japnanese residential
region for a long time. My site is 5 miles
away from downtown, as the prodection of
colonial segregation, works class should
be settled near the industrial district.
In the first half of the twentieth century,
Fushun transformed itself from an
extractive company town dominated
by coal mining to an industrial city
with a permanent urban population
engaged in production of various capital
goods. Japanese colonial state played
a central role in both the formation
and development of Fushun. And yet,
despite Fushun’s rapid and sustained
development, its economic, social, and
urban structures illustrate unequal power
relations rooted in Japanese colonialism,
and not the paternalism or utopianism of
the model company town.
The most distinctive aspect of Fushun’s
urbanization in the first half of the
twentieth century was the emergence

of exclusively Chinese and Japanese
enclaves. Chinese and Japanese
communities coexisted in Fushun but
rarely mingled. Chinese and Japanese
residents might work together in the
colliery, albeit in different positions, but
they certainly did not live together. The
separation of Chinese and Japanese
communities was evident in exclusively
Chinese and Japanese residential areas,
recreational facilities, and commercial
districts. The division of residential areas
was evident in architectural styles: the
single-story brick houses that housed
SMR Chinese employees characterized
the Chinese area, while the grander twostory houses that housed SMR Japanese
employees characterized Japanese area.
(2012) From Colonial Company Town to Industrial
City: The South Manchuria Railway Company in
Fushun, China. In: Borges M.J., Torres S.B. (eds)
Company Towns. Palgrave Macmillan, New York
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3. Industrialization

Current employment type

Fushun was one of the earliest heavy
industry city in china due to the
colonization. So the history of my site is
also a history of heavy industry.

Meanwhile, in March last year the
National Development and Reform
Commission (NDRC) paired the
northeastern provinces with three of their
richer eastern and southern counterparts
to boost cooperation and share resources.

Fushun is also a centre of the aluminum
industry, which was founded in the late
1930s to serve the Japanese aircraft
industry. The Manchurian Light Metals
Company established a large plant at
Fushun in 1938 and a second one in 1941.
This industry has been revived and much
expanded since 1949. My site was buillt to
associat with the aluminum factory with
only 600 meters distance.

Aluminum factory, 1938

and Guangdong will provide support to
Heilongjiang. Companies are also pitching
in. Fushun Mining Group is turning to
deep excavation techniques to mine for
oil shale, while simultaneously looking at
the recycling sector to develop an industry
value-chain business.

Liaoning will work with Jiangsu province,
Zhejiang province will partner with Jilin

site

Figure 7. Employment in the northeastern regions by industry (million persons)
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Two: The High Tide

Collectivism life around society

After People’s Republic of China has
established since 1949, an unprecedented
revolutionary tide swept across the whole
country. Different classes unilifed together
with a strong passion to contribute to
socialism goals. That was the best age for
my site that carried a memory of glory.

To comprehensively undersand the site
in 1960s need to put it in the factory
system. We could see how did the factory
dominated a small society and diffrent
components ran diffrent functions.

1920-1945

Mao visited aluminum factory,1956

The golden age of the factory and
dormitory was from 1950s to 1960s. At
that time, state-owned factory dominated
a small word inside local society. Early
socialism encouraged a community life
that workers work in the factory, their
spouses associated in some subsidiary
company, while their children attended
the factory’s kindergarten, their parents
are looked after in factory’s hospital. This
rigid circulation created a well-aligned
and efficient society. But after this chain
broken, a avalanche effect caused
recession.

site

Factory services and agencies around site
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Constructivism shadow

The population gradually rised up from
1950 to 1980 with the mid age around 36.
Wokrer class and their family consisted a
young society at that time.
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A fantastic coincidence is we could
clear see the shadow of Russian
constructivism architecture in my site. No
evidence shows Japanese architects tried
to imitate a socialism “living machine”, but
it just happend. Behind the collectivism
architectures was a rising nationalism of
soviet union. Government need a efficient
solution for the reality of overcrowded
socialist citys.

Figure 8. Communal residential block, People’s Commissariat for Finance (NARKOMFIN) 1928-32

Figure 9. Communal House of the Textile Institute,
1929-31

Nikolaev’s principal design rule was a
strict physical separation of common
study space, public services (with
cafeteria, showers and storage rooms) and
the living space. Thus the building was
H-shaped: a public services block connected a 200-metre long, 8-storey dormitory with a 3-story study block.

The apartments were to form an
intervention into the everyday life of
the inhabitants. By offering Communal
facilities such as kitchens, creches
and laundry as part of the block, the
tenants were encouraged into a more
socialist and, by taking women out of
their traditional roles, feminist way of life.
The structure was thus to act as a ‘social
condenser’ by including within it a library
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Three: The Ebbing Tide
1980-2010
The segregation of public and intimate
in my site follows the same logic of
constructivism buildings. The red volumes
are staircases for vertical connection,
while the gray parts are single units for
living. The center extrusion contains
ballroom and sevaral long span public
spaces in multiple. The geometry of
my site are combined by different
components follwoing functions.

After the collapse of the Soviet Union
and China ecomonic reform in 1990s,
Northeastern influence has withered.
The decline of heavy industry aggravated
Fushun condition.
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Critical Socialism in Berlin

Fading of local worker class

After China open to the world since
1980s, various values and impulse really
changed the local economic and political
environment. There once was a fabulous
factory’s worker club closed to the site,
which was built with Soviet Union’s help
and showed a strong socialism character.
In 80s it still worked as a cultural center
for local society. But when capital and
profit starts to reconcile the city after

Worker club

site

Perhaps one of the most controversial
instances in the political lives of dead
men’s monuments took place in Leipzig,
East Germany’s second-largest city, on
a central site which throughout the Cold
War was named Karl Marx Square. Here
the 33-ton bronze relief Aufbruch (its full
name: Karl Marx and the Revolutionary,
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World-Shattering Essence of his
Teachings) had been hoisted up over the
main entrance of the Karl Marx University
for the East German state’s twentyfifth anniversary in 1974. After the fall
of communism in 1989, some proposed
smashing the Marx relief or melting it

down, but in the end it was simply exiled
to a remote piece of university property.
Today any who seek it out can take in
its historically distinctive artisanship
alongside an inscription that speaks to the
fraught context in which it first came into
existence.

1950s

1960s

2000s

2000, this less competitive building
was soon demolished and replaced by
a commercial apartment even it was a
memorial building.
When a old fashioned soviet style worker club faced to the eastate value on it’s
field in 21centry China, it can not escape
the fate of demolishing.

2010
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The Piano in a Factory (2011) is a Chinese
award-winning social realist film on
working-class life. Set in the 1990s when
state-owned enterprises laid off over 20
million workers in enterprise ownership
reform, it tells the story of Guilin Chen, a
now unemployed iron-and-steel worker,
struggling in his divorce for the custody of
his musical daughter, who wishes to live
with whoever can provide her with a piano.

Figure 10. Movie scene, The Piano in a Factory, 2011

The reform and the shift in industrial
pattern have destroyed the city’s
prosperity and its steel industry, leading
to erosion of working-class pride and
masculinity and frustration about workingclass fate. The collective “socialist” way
of production has been criticized and
negated as “iron rice bowl” and has lost its
“legitimacy” in the market economy.

Broken chain
1990-2010
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The film is dominated by a nostalgic
mood. Nostalgia is also conveyed through
the Soviet shadow. By projecting a
victim image of the working class, the
film conveys the dominant ideology of

practicing reform and seeking wealth at
all costs. In the process of “letting some
people get rich first,” the Chinese working
class interests were compromised and
their sacrifice tends to be forgotten.
In arousing sympathy for and bringing
dignity to the working class community,
the film is an elegy for a glorious time
passed. Further, in reminding people of
the sacrifice of the working class and
designing a utopian solution, the film
represents cultural resistance to the
dominant ideology. It is a hard attempt of
an independent director to call society to
its humanitarian consciousness.
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Struggling to retain population
Fushun is in its biggest economic slump
as it struggles to shake off a deep-rooted
planned economic mindset and dwindling
resources, and a brain drain to regain
competitiveness.

In 2016, its gross domestic product (GDP)
growth rate bottomed out at minus 4.6 per
cent before slowly climbing back to 1 per
cent last year, even though that was still
far behind the national average of 6.6 per
cent.

Figure 11. China No of Enrolled Student: Secondary School: Fushun
Figure 12. Fushun, Liaoning, China Metro Area Population 1950-2020
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The weak economy and lack of jobs have
sped up the decline in the population,
which in turn has reduced the capacity
of the local economy to grow. Tieling,
as another typical city in China’s
northeastern rust belt as it is gradually
hollowed out by population loss and
economic weakness samilar to Fushun.
Tieling’s population growth rate was minus
1.6 per cent in 2017, far below the national
average of a 0.5 per cent. The region’s
share of national GDP, meaning the three
provinces that make up the rust belt, has
declined steeply to around 6.3 per cent
last year from around 11 per cent in 1990.

Chapter 2: Homeward Bound
To research the contemporary contexts of Fushun city,
I started a homeward journey in winter, 2019. After
I back to RISD, I managed my documents and tried
various interpretations to find a design directions.
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Secularization

1. Wild Growth:
Japanese Buildings conditions in Fushun

Secularization is about a localization
process of the Japanese architectures
adapted in Fushun society. The taxonomy
and typology study of those buidings
reveals a reevaluation of each type within
a range of flexibility and transformative
possibilities through history and may guide
the furter design.

Religious building, 1925

Fushun coal mine office(SMR), 1926

Street scrap, 2008

Fushun coal mine office, 2000

The next part of secularization focus
on the popular words ‘‘northeastern
cultural renaissance’’ which is a internet
vacabulary explained a range of popular
phenomena including songs, comedies,
movies that revitalized northeastern
culture. The cultural renaissance represent
value of young generations and some
positive reactions to long period recession.

Figure 13. Reiser Umemoto, p130-131 in J. Reiser, N. Umemoto (2006). Atlas of novel
tectonics. New York: Princeton Architectural Press.
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Figure 14. Local preservation conditions
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Villa of coal mine leader, 1927

Industrial building, 1925

Coal mine club, 1933

Public Security Bureau, 2005

Abandoned warehouse, 2007

Fushun Hotel, 2010
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2. Cultural Renaissance:
Contemporary cultural phenomena

Movies and novels:

It is a nearly blank area in researching
adaptive reuse of Japanese left
architecture in China. One reason is
architectural reuse has been neglected
for many years because of the rude
and high-speed development. Many
old architectures sacrificed for new
city plans and more valuable projects.
That’s why we see Fushun Station was
gradually surrounded and isolated by
mass advertisement bards, featureless
mansions, commercial plaza, and then
sank into the modern buildings vortex.
Although most of the Japanese buildings
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resemble the higher identity for occupiers
from the colonial period to 1950s, those
building still desolated because of less
maintenance. The other further reason
is the awkward culture identity for those
buildings. Japanese colonies brined
modernity to Fushun and also cause
slaughter and also unlimited exploit.
Unlike Shanghai, Fushun is a typical
earlier industrial city with some deeprooted political value. Which means those
old buildings are silence witness and
accused a complex history behind.

The new generation of Northeastern
writers and directors has focused their
attention on another chronology, the
eventful period between the end of the
1980s and the first years of the 21st
century that profoundly altered society and
ended up inexorably defining childhood
and adolescence of these authors. They
have in common the attention to the recent
past of Northeast China and the way in
which memory echoes more and more in
the present.
The glory of a certain past has faded and
Northeast China has gradually become
synonymous with a crumbling economy,
widespread corruption, organized crime,
that provides various narratives for
literature and films.

Figure 15. Movie poster: Black Coal, Thin Ice, 2014

Figure 16. Movie scene, The Piano in a Factory, 2011
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Comedy and Magical Realism:

Live videos and pop songs:

Figure 18. Zhao Benshan played a mental doctor in a
comedy performance during the evening gala of the
2003 Chinese Spring Festival
Figure 17. The Joker and Zhao Benshan, the Comedy King from Northeastern China

If someone is to rescue the desperate
and depressed Joker, users of Chinese
short video platform Bilibili seem to have
found a creative solution. Zhao Benshan,
a famous local comedian from Northeast
China sometimes referred to as the
“Oriental Charlie Chaplin” is the perfect
guy to cheer up the Joker and cure his
depression.
Viewed 3.4 million times, the video,
titled “See how Zhao Benshan helps
the Joker regain his confidence and
renew his life”, mashes up scenes from
Zhao Benshan’s movie clips and comic
performances with some of the most
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Figure 19. Rapper Dong Baoshi performing his famous
‘Wild Wolf Disco’ at a nightclub (Dong Baoshi’s weibo)

depressing Joker moments. In the remix,
Joker’s iconic scene of dancing down
the Bronx staircase was juxtaposed with
Yangge (literally: ‘Rice Sprout Song’), a
form of Chinese folk dance popular in
northern China. Most importantly, the
Joker and Zhao Benshan actually have
a lot in common. Both started out as
comedians, with the common goal of
providing comedy. Both came from humble
backgrounds.

Figure 20. Webhost and their daily talk with fans

The Beijing News describes the song Wild
Wolf Disco as brainwashing with some
of its repetitive interactive lines: “Draw a
dragon on the left, then saw a rainbow on
the right. Now draw a rainbow on the left,
and then a dragon on the right.”
The backgroud is after 1990s economic
and social changes brought more people
into the disco clubs. It became a way
to temporarily escape from reality, and
indulge in the simple pleasure of dancing
in the club. “Everyone doing the same
dance”, “drawing rainbows and dragons”,
and “the proud fur jackets” are just the
signs that reveal the laughable scenes

that people witnessed in those moments
of uncertainty.
With the booming of mobile live
stream throw 4G network, more young
generations in northeastern china join into
this tide and become to a host. Some live
videos promote positive energy and share
daily life events, while others seek for a
novelty or strange effects. Their culture
cognitions are always influenced by flashy
values, but it is on of the most profitable
business for normal people. In recent
years, hosts seem to find more inspiration
from local memory or conventions, it is a
way to optimize this industry.
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Northeastern BBQ Culture:

Figure 21. Northeastern night market BBQ

Another stronger culture spread from
northeast region to domestic is the
modern BBQ culture. Also romanized
as shao kao, is the Chinese translation
of “barbecue”. Chinese variants of the
practice constitute a significant aspect
of Chinese cuisine. In Northeastern, it
is predominantly found on busy Chinese
streets and night markets as a street food
sold in food stalls and is a type of xiaochi.
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Selling shao kao is an alternative choice
for the laid-off workers to make alive after
1990s. Although low income and recession
are serious challenges to local people,
there still have optimistic mind just as the
comedy shows, people seize the day and
enjoy delicious foods.

All those cultural phenomena are some
positive reactions to the northeastern
recession and the special memory.
They represent the younger generations
culture cognitions and values. But it is
hard to judge those values good or bad.
While on the other side of the country,
people are celebrating economic miracles
from Alibaba, e-commerce, and the
rapidly developing innovations in the
Internet industry, in the northeastern
part of the country, people seem to have
been forgotten and left in the corner of
the middle kingdom. I still hope those
phenomena could works as catalyses and
simulate relavant industries that will push
forward the development of the society.
I keep open for some programs about
culture supporting in my site to reshape
the local community.
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Snowbound city

Photography :

I backed to Fushun city in 2019 winter. The
detailed site survey and a lonely journey
through several industrial landscapes
pushed me to find more connections
between architecture and other medias.
The Snowbound city chapter including
a whole range of practices including
photography, drawing, and video. These
medias help me to document a particular
contexts in a particular time then
reconstruct narratives out of timelines. It
is a peotic and challenging experience for
me to relocate my site into a wide context.

Twin peaks, winter 2019

Swan Lake, winter 2019

On the border of open coal mine, winter 2019

Paradise lost, winter 2019

Figure 22. Anselm Kiefer,
Des Herbstes Runengespinst, 2006
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Drawing :
Zaha Hadid had studied Malevich’s
drawing and then explored her own
language of floating geometries in
responding to 70s architectual context.
I also want to use drawing as a research
method that could translate a general,
implicit, feelings and emotions of the
architectual impression and concept.
After a hiking through a bunch of
industrial heritages and magnificent
landscape in this city, I have a recognition
of these unique city patterns, which
could serve and organize a new form and
new context from past to nowdays. So
an obvious perpose is to interpret and
integrate multiple contexts beyond time
and form. Surreal collage and contexts
mixed in multiple perspectives and
consisted a harmonious composition.
The shift perspectivity in David Hockney’s
drawings helps me to review and
recombine the geometries from interior to
exterior. And
the memorial landscape in Anselm Kiefer’s
painting also affects my materiality and
disposition.
Site photo, Interior perspectives, 2019(right)
Figure 23. David Hockney, Garden With Blue Terrace, 2015(left)
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Videos:

Frames from “The way back”, (link: https://youtu.be/5VOOVR_xkUg)
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“The Way Back” is a short video I made
to contextualized my thesis with a deep
nostalgia and complex emotions. I used
trains as the metaphor of eras changing.
Trains came and leave in the northeastern
land, just like the strong forces once ruled
in this land then faded away. Nobody
know where is the next direction, just like
the paralleled railways at the end of the
video. They are approaching seemingly,
but may exclude eventually .
In the mixtion of the 70s videos, I started
to question about where the true memory
belongs to and who should be served in
my design.

A Bigger Splash
In 1976 David Hockney made a final trip
back to Los Angeles and set up permanent
home there. He was drawn to California
by the relaxed and sensual way of life. In
California, Hockney discovered, everybody
had a swimming pool. Because of the
climate, they could be used all year round
and were not considered a luxury, unlike
in Britain where it is too cold for most of
the year.

Water as a mediation in public life

Public bathhouses have long been a part
of the culture of northeastern China. The
bathing culture of the northeast has its
roots in both history and geology. Due
to the special geographical distribution
of the northeast, there are many natural
hot springs. Thus, thousands of years ago
people encountered these warm locations
and used them to take refuge from the
severe cold of the region in winter. Over
time, the use of hot springs developed and
evolved into a distinctive bathing culture
throughout all of northeast China.

Figure 24. David Hockney,A Bigger Splash,1967
Figure 25. Movie Poster: Shower
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I this part, I suppose the public bath
house as a unique penetration to solve
most of the social issues and investigate
the relavent approach.
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Bathing culture in northeastern China

Public bathhouses have long been a part
of the culture of northeastern China. The
bathing culture of the northeast has its
roots in both history and geology. Due
to the special geographical distribution
of the northeast, there are many natural
hot springs. Thus, thousands of years ago
people encountered these warm locations
and used them to take refuge from the
severe cold of the region in winter. Over
time, the use of hot springs developed and
evolved into a distinctive bathing culture
throughout all of northeast China.
Back in the early 90’s, before saunas
and massage parlors became associated
with public bathhouses, the original
bathhouses were much more simple,
offering a place for people to bathe and
clean themselves. People would call their
friends to take a bath together. First,
they would enter a warm shower to allow
their bodies to reach the temperature of
the bathing tubs, and then they would
submerge themselves in the hot water
and soak with their friends. Adults would
usually sit around the perimeter of the
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Spatial arrangements of local public bath

bathing pools and their children would
play and splash water in the middle area.
With the improvement of living conditions,
solar and electric heaters have become
more and more widespread. Thus, many
young people in the Northeast prefer to
bathe at home nowadays. Because of
this, the public bathhouse culture has
been affected in some ways, but it still
continues into the present.

Figure 26. Daily activities in bath house

exampled floor plan

Figure 27. Daily activities in bath house

Figure 28. Daily activities in bath house

Diagramatic process
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A breif annals of Northern public bath design
Average consumption 5-10$. For cleaning
and simple public entertainment.
Exaggerate decorations using for exotic
experience and luxury servicerience.

Bathing consumption in Shenyang
accounts for 1.28% of the country’s
total consumption, while Shenyang’s
population is 8.1 million, compared to only
0.6% of the country’s total population.

The early type of public bath. Average
consumption 2-3$. For cleaning and
simple public entertainment.

Average consumption more than 10$.
Considering younger people’s engagement.
Popular and artistic interior design trend
and more narrative journey. Technical
entertainments keep evloving.

2005

Average consumption more than 10$.
Not only for cleaning and social, but
for more leisure activities and spatial
exploration. So functions appear like
hotels. Eastern Asia styles and national
elements are used to build the cultural
cognition.

Now

2010s

1990s

Figure 29. Bath design annals
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1.The Round Banya as Microcosm

In post-revolutionary Russia the
bathhouse’s role as cleanser of the
masses was given a new inflection. While
extant examples, such as the gorgeous
Sanduny in Moscow, emphasised the
sacramental quality of communal bathing,
this was now incongruously married
with a technocratic Futurism. The banya
was reworked as a machine for the
creation of Soviet Man, with the circularly
planned buildings designed by Aleksandr
Nikolsky representing, according to
Tijana Vujosevic, a communist cosmos in
which the body is processed according to
Taylorist principles. In the circular domed
pool of Nikolsky’s banya, the revolutionary
subject experienced ‘proletarian massbaptism under the mechanised heavens’ –
or would have done had it ever been built.
Vast baths were eventually constructed,
however, across the USSR, including
a monumental circular example with
beautiful mosaics at Almaty, which was
completed in 1982. ‘Ultimately,’ Vujosevic
posits, ‘the [round] banya was the world:
a world inhabited by the mechanised
proletariat’.
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2.Helsinki, Finland, 2016

Recently, this has been joined by a larger
sauna in the dockland development
area of Hernesaari, which is intended
to help bring new life to the former
industrial zone. The folded wooden
envelope of the building, with its extensive
decking – from which you can dive into
icy seawater, should you wish – and
traversable roof, provides a place for locals
to meet, and thus creates a transitional
social zone between the intimate spaces
of the interior and the urban space of
the waterfront. The name of the building,
Löyly, comes from the old Finnish word
for spirit or soul. In current usage it
denotes the steam that rises from the hot
rocks within saunas.

Figure 30. Project for a Bathhouse, by Aleksandr Nikol’sky, 1927; original drawing.
Courtesy of the Central St Petersburg State Historical Archive (item I-B-2508-ch).

Figure 31. Avanto Architects builds coastal sauna in Helsinki with a
faceted timber “cloak”
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Precendents

Rotaprint-Gesamtgelaende-um-1960

The site geometry and histories have
enormous variations for alteration, such as
spatial composition potential and relavent
functions. I found three precedents
echoed to the variations and diagramed
them in a clear icon. But the key ideas is
just as the right diagram shows, who and
what activites will occupty the site and
dominate a new history.

Inspired by the local factory owned
community in 1980s, is there any
possibility to set up another chain with
different people and purpose with low
investment and restrictions, just let then
grow and gradually occupy the whole
buildings.

To pollinate

ExRotaprint 2004

Figure 32. The Rotaprint manufacturing site, around
1960

Figure 33. “The visit of an Icelandic hedge fund manager” January 10, 2007 – the tenants initiative ExRotaprint with banner (photo: Michael Kuchinke-Hofer)
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Following bankruptcy in 1989, the future
of the buildings was also in doubt. In
the 1990s, small businesses, artists, and
community outreach organizations moved
into the buildings on Gottschedstr. 4 /
Bornemannstr. 9-10, and the building at
Wiesenstr. 29. The administrative offices
of the district of Wedding rented the
empty spaces to temporary occupants.
The nature of the social sculpture atop
that plinth is best expressed by the fact
that the current usage of the buildings
reflects the variety of their form. Postindustrial, new-creative use is naturally
a consideration here but ExRotaprint is
much more than just community of artists
existing in isolation with no connection to
either the site’s history or the surrounding
neighbourhood. Instead, the site is also
home to education facilities, offices, and
small business, all with links to the local
community.
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The Waterhouse at South Bund

Colossus of Prora, Rügen, Germany

Culturally this city doesn’t have a specific
place to summarize and exhibit all the
public memory and history. Base on the
historical value, how to create a narrative
promenade with an educational purpose
inside this building is also important.

Demographically, aging trend is an
inevitable problem for local society. If we
can’t bring young people back, how about
consider some pragmatic solutions like a
residential usage.
This building was designed as.a living
machine, so how to improve interior
comfort by optimizing the structures and
geometries?

To mediate
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Figure 34. The Waterhouse at South Bund

The Waterhouse is a 19-room boutique
hotel on the South Bund in Shanghai. It
has been inserted into the decaying shell
of a three-storey 1930s warehouse…The
retention and reworking of the building, in
a city that is changing rapidly, is unusual,
not just because of its previous life as
the headquarters of the Japanese Army,
but also because land prices, in this
fast-expanding city, ensure that space is
developed to its maximum value.

To extend

Figure 35

Figure 36

Prora would never welcome
holidaymakers. Instead its use has been
largely military, first as a training camp for
the Nazi military police, then for the East
and later United German armies. That is,
until now.

Some of these are being renovated,
some are being stripped back to their
concrete frames for the same purpose,
but walk along the sandy beach and you’ll
find that one huge long block has been
transformed, its dun concrete painted
and gleaming glass balconies added; two
others are undergoing a transformation
into the same. Now that you can live in
the old Strength Through Joy camp and
enjoy it as a holiday resort like any other,
the “normality” the AfD wants from the
remnants of Germany’s past is being
realised – through the simple wonders of
the real estate market.

Figure 35. Prora under construction in the 1930s.
Photograph: Dokumentationszentrum Prora
Figure 36. Prora Block 1 has been transformed, ready
for modern tourists. Photo: Sean Gallup/Getty Images
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Chapter 3: Reoccupation
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Colonization

Decolonize

Desolation

Occupancy

Evasion of history

Community involvement

Kindergarten/ Retirement dormitory

Critical regionalism

Political contexts
Ideology Change

Response to histories

Resurgent Cinema / Concert

Glory of worker class
Dormitory identities

Post-industrialized

Find a Catalyst

Fading of worker class

Benefit local society

Brain drain/Aging

Teenagers / elders

Economic recession

Consumption potential
Cultural cognition
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Public Bathhouse

Design Strategy
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Populated components

Northeastern comedy cultural industries

local performers/ comedians / musicians / artists

Preservation

Art colony

work

Theater

Iconic intervention

glimpse

Commercial program

cafe/ public bath / swimming pool / recreations

Localization

Water hub
Social

elders / retired worker

Retirement dormitory
Meditation

Promenade

Outdoor spa & terrace
Adventure

Social welfare

children / kids from retirement family

Kindergarten
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Contexts Analysis

convention center

Museum

Site

Industrial Zone
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Cultural

Nursery

Educational

Commercial

Industrial Zone

Public Bath
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1. Public bath house

Adapt the local bath process

A central connection

existing

proposed

12
13

Ground level

15
11
14

8

7

7

5

13

men bath

6

6

10

shoes changing, front desk

7

8

female

5

4

5
male

3
2

1
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bath lobby

Bath Intervention Plan, Ground level

6

9

9

entrance, lobby

1. Entrance
2. Cafe
3. Bath reception
4. Shoes Changing
5. Changing room/lockers
6. Shower zone
7. Sauna
8. Massage
9. Restrooms
10. Thermal pool
11. Water hub
12. Water lounge
13. Green ramp
14. Descent to spa
15. Cave spa

shower
sauna
massage
thermal pool

women bath

promenade

swimming pool

2nd level

recreations
massage
leisure activities

terrace

theater

3rd level
library

roof bar
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Connect to exterior promenade

9

9

10

9
8

Recreations above bath zone, 2nd level

5

6
7
4

1

3
2
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1. Elevator lobby
2. Stair arrival
3. Fitness zone
4. Massage room
5. Main lounge
6. Tea room
7. Film balcony
8. Exterior terrace
9. Exterior promenade
10. Walkway above pool
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Dialogues between different height

Daylight tunnel
Roof bar

Elevator

Terrace

Walkway
Lawn
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2. The Bigger Splash

Building connections and experiences

Radiating out of interior bath

Industrial context site district

to recreations

to kids zone
Play yard
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thermal spa
Meditation
Social activities

to waterhub
Exercise
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Exterior spa as a promenade
to interconnect generations and activities
Underground level
Changing rooms
Thermal spa
Lounge

2nd level

The main space for
social activities

Terraces
Walkways

Quick shower
Restroom

Combined with a light atmosphere vertically in a cooling tower
shape, the central thermal spa is the magnet of the bath journey.
The rest underground space provides an intimate shelter for the
elders living here to enjoy daily entertainment and social.

Ground ramp

Roof pavilion

Stair cases
Ramp
Green zoon
Vertical connection

Open bar
Rooftop

The ground level ramp encourages a gradual occupation of different
generations in a different height . It provides a plaza for outdoor
activities, an inner observation from three sides of the existing
building, and a supervise to kids zone.
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The promenade from ascent to descent, interior to exterior, finally
enclosed into the central part of the building. Observation is not
enough for mutual understanding, the walkways provide a physical
contact for different groups of people.

Following the trend of dynamic movement and uninterrupted
continuity of different layers, the shape of exterior rooftop provides
a semi-enclosed space under it, which works as a thermal isolation
in the winter.
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Circulation in different levels
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3.Cinema Paradiso

Reintroduce the theater

An iconic intervention based on memory

a homage to socialism
1950s

The reincarnation of a demolished
cinema in my site could arouse a
critical thinking of local historical
values and ideology.

In the next block adjoined my
site, a worker palace of aluminum
factory which was built around
1950s with the support of Soviet
Union, represented the glory
of worker class and neonatal
collectivism.

Demolished Cultural palace

When a old fashioned soviet style
worker club faced to the eastate
value on it’s field in 21centry
China, it can not escape the fate
of demolishing.

community center
1960s

isolated building
2000s

Theater footprint
replaced by commercial apartments
2010
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Theater as a recall
of early socialism glory

2. Aluminum as an unique
material to echo the context
of aluminm factory building
Aluminum roof with daylight
shading system

existing

extruded facade

grafted theater

Steel truss to support new roof

3. Provide film
watching for public
bath consumers

intervened lobby
audience seating
stage and back
audience zone from bath

Platform from recreation zone

Seatings attached to existing wall

existing wall

Stage control

4. The facade transformation
refers to the historical restoration
and the typology of worker palace.

Figure 37. Voids inside Casa da Musica,
OMA, 2005

1. Existing walls provide
thresholds to encourage
mutual observation

cinema facade

arch corridor
existing wall

Voids in the existing courtyard of the site
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Figure 38. Facade of aluminum factory
worker palace.

Crown

Castration

Figure 39. facade transformation after ideology change
Paulinum Unibersity, Leipzig
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Section perspective

existed section
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Section perspective

existed section
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Floor Plan, ground level

Back Stage

Green room

Floor Plan, 2nd level

Exterior walkway

Water hub

Green

ramp
Green room

Spa

Stage

Plat
Stage
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form
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Kids

kindergarten

Cafe
Theater atrium
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Retirement dormitory
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Floor Plan, 3rd level

Rehearsal Space

Roof overview

Outdoor terrace

Rooftop
Roof bar
kindergarten
Light tunner

Art colony

Kitchen

Dormitory lounge

Retirement dormitory

Theater atrium
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Adventure
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Magic realism in
historical juxtaposition

“It was the best of times, it was
the worst of times...”
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“it was the epoch of belief, it was
the epoch of incredulity...”
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“it was the spring of hope, it was
the winter of despair.”
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“...architecture should not just be something that follows up on events
but be a leader of events … by implementing an architectural action,
you actually are making a transformation in the social fabric and in the
political fabric. Architecture becomes an instigator.”
— Lebbeus Woods
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Epilogue

“Our world, like a charnel-house,
is strewn with the detritus of dead
epochs.”

Le Corbusier, Towards a New
Architecture
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